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WONDERLAND
A N  A R C H I T E C T U R A L  I N T E R P R E T A T I O N  O F  C H I L D R E N ’ S  L I T E R A T U R E
JESSICA ORDAZ GARCIA & STEPHANIE TAGER  |   ADVISOR:  MOLLY HUNKER
ABC’S
J E S S I C A  O R D A Z  G A R C I A  &  S T E P H A N I E  T A G E R
AAROUND & AROUNDCirculation routes that encourage constant movement and neglect dead end corridors
BBREEZE IN, BUST OUTSmooth transitions between public and private spaces
CCRISS CROSSAreas that accomodate multiple necessities and unify several different programs
DDOWNSIZE, UPSIZE, EVERY SIZEA network of spaces that transform from large to small
EENTER HERE, HANGOUT THERECreative spaces that hurl us together, fostering interaction and giving people a place to talk, thus allowing the human friction to spark
FFRONT AND CENTERExposed structure promotes the observation of parts in motion and  parts to whole
GGATHER AROUND, GATHER AROUNDSpaces constructed for togetherness and group interaction 
HHAPPY TUMMY, HAPPY MINDEdible gardens provide knowledge regarding local foods, plant life, growth, and sustainability through a hands-on relationship
IIS THERE WI-FI HERE?Interaction through technology that goes beyond being an accessory and becomes part a of the environment
JJUMP IN!Water play is built in the space, promoting social interaction, physical exercise, and play
KKAN WE GO IN THERE?Fantastical and surreal environments, that contain warm and vibrant hues, abstract shapes, nonsensical scenes, and spontaneity... similar to that of a Kandinsky painting
LLET’S TAKE A HIKEThe existing natural environment is used as an extension to enhance the built area
MMINI MEFurniture, walls, windows, and doors are scaled down to relate to the proportions of children, providing a sense of control and familiarity
NNOW YOU SEE ME...A play on materials that link spaces and flows of people through visual complexity
OOUTSIDE INIndoors and outdoors intertwine to create a seamless transition
PPUT ME TOGETHER, PULL ME APARTDidactic furniture, whether big or small, that enables flexibility, depending on one’s needs
QQUIET!Tiny niches nestled within spaces for private or one-on-one time
RREADY OR NOT, HERE I COME!Play spaces where jumping, climbing and rolling provide exercise and imaginative development
SSHAPE SHIFTERFlexible environments that move, transform, and adjust
TTHIS WAY, THAT WAY, WHICH WAYWayfinding circulation that follows a consistent path and sometimes arriving at a Beacon
UUSE THIS ONE & THIS ONE, NO THAT ONEAssortments of materials and colors that inspire tactile and kinesthetic learning
VVARY CITYArchitecture that is suggestive of a miniature city, with elements such as: the home, the street, the office, the museum, the library, etc
WWHO’S IN CHARGE HERE?Hierarchy is disregarded and  importance is dispersed to all spaces and people 
XX MARKS THE SPOTRooms have unoccupied centers for specific events and activities
YYOU ARE MY SUNSHINENatural light is used in most spaces 
ZZILLION, MILLION TYPES OF VERMILIONGardens that cultivate several types of plants, flowers and forms of nature
The End
